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Abstract. Since violent earthquakes occur frequently at home and abroad, for a class of mission systems in 

earthquake response and process, called phased mission systems, we propose an automatic integrated test 

method based on model checking to satisfy the need of complexity and trustworthiness required by phased 

mission systems. We build an automatic test system and test environment, and give a model of phased 

mission systems by system windows tree model, and also give a theoretical state diagram model. Based on 

model checking, an automatic test method for phased mission system is proposed, and an evaluation 

algorithm for systems trustworthiness is applied in a case study of the System of International Earthquake 

Response. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, earthquake disaster frequently occurs, that according to the official website of China 

Earthquake Administration statistics, from January 1, 2007 to May 31, 2016 in the world more than 

magnitude-7 earthquake occurred 197[1], of which most earthquakes caused great losses to human life and 

property. Therefore, it is very important in theory and practice to study the emergency response of the 

disaster. Earthquake emergency response system is a complex time-constrained phased mission 

system(PMS). Any errors in the system will cause serious or even catastrophic consequences. Hence, 

software trustworthiness is that the behaviors and results of software systems can be predictable, states can 

be monitored, results can be assessed, and exceptions can be controllable
 
[2,3]. 

In recent years, Scholars have studied various ways to improve the trustworthiness of software. Such as 

modelling of the testability requirements analysis
 
[4], reliability modelling of PMS by fault tree

 
[5], 

multivalued decision diagrams[6], self-trust model based on semi-Markov performance evaluation[7],etc. 

Automatic testing is an important guarantee for the trustworthiness of such systems. Judging the software 

features suitable for automatic test
 
[8], and the cost of software development was studied by Siemens and 

Saab[9]. The formal analysis methods of security critical systems such as phased mission systems include 

formal modelling and formal verification. Finite automata is a widely used formal modelling 

method[10];The formal verification method of model checking in system state space search based on the 

nature of the final can prove that expectations are met
 
[11]. Many researchers try to reduce time complexity 

of computation by studying on all kind of methods to reduce the state space[12-22]. From the above research, 

we can see that the previous methods are more concerned about the design of the system itself and the 

correctness of the analysis. 

This paper discusses the formal method of earthquake emergency response phased mission system 

testing. Based on the definition of window tree model of the system and system state transition diagram 
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model of system, describes the behaviour correctness of system under testing. Put forward the method of 

automatic generation of test cases and model checking algorithm based on the two kinds of models, and 

proposed the evaluation system of trustworthiness. 

2. Formal Modeling of Phased Mission System 

2.1. System Window Tree Modeling 

The system window tree model is on the actual function and operation behavior of the system, the 

execution of mission system can be regarded as consisting of a large number of windows, from a window to 

another window is generally by one or more events. Because of the difference of parameters, the different 

API will be called, and different branches will be formed. We call it the system window tree, as shown in 

Figure 1[23], the top window of the graph consists of 3 different API, which can be entered into different 

windows by calling different APIs. 

 

Fig. 1: Typical windows tree[23] 

Definition 1: window. window=(wname, Ws, R, S) , where,  

wname is the name of the window; Ws  is subsequent windows set of the window; R is API called for 

reaching the window; S is all possible state set for reaching the window. 

Definition2: System Window Tree(SWT). SWT={(<wi,wj>,ei,j) | wi,wj∈W, ei,j∈E},where, 
 

(<wi,wj>,ei,j) is the transition between windows, and wi transits to wj by ei,j, and 0≤i, j≤n, the number n 

is total window. If wi=null and ei,j=null, it is root of the tree, or wj=null and ei,j=null, it is leaf of the tree; W 

is the set of windows; E is the set of events, that is the set of API. 

Definition 3: Phased Mission System(PMS). 

PMS=<OnDuty, MissionCaptured, MissionReponse, MissionDeal> ,where,  

OnDuty is the phase of On-duty; MissionCaptured is the phase of mission object captured; 

MissionResponse is the phase of response; MissionDeal is the phase of analysis and process. 

The PMS defined in this paper is a kind of phased mission system oriented to disaster emergency 

response, which is divided into 4 typical phases. The 4 phases are sequential. 

2.2. System State Transition Diagram Modeling 

The mission system under test is divided into phases, the behaviour subject of the system is defined, and 

the behaviour subject is modelled, and the state set of the behaviour subject is determined by the state set of 

the all elements of a given system. Mission is the behavor subject of phased mission system. 

Definition 4: mission. mission=(flow, data, webpage), where, 

 mission is a special mission; flow is a special data flow path; data is a special result of professional 

model calculation from a form; webpage is information processed from Internet. 

Definition 5: mission_state.  _ _ , _ , _mission state flow state data state webpage state  

where, mission_state is the state of a special mission; flow_state is the state of a special data flow path; 

data_state is the state of a data form; webpage_state is the state of an information from Internet. The mission 

state is decided by the state of each tuple. 
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Definition 6: Flow_State_Set.  _ _ _ (1.. 0)|iFlow State Set flow state i m m   , flow_statei is ith state 

of a flow path. 

Definition 7: Data_State_Set.  _ _ _ (| 1.. 0)iData State Set data state i n n   , data_statei is ith state 

of a data form. 

Definition 8: Webpage_State_Set.  

 _ _ _ (1. )| . 0iWebpage State Set webpage state i p p   , webpage_statei is ith state of information from 

Internet. 

Definition 9:Mission_State_Set. 

  _ _ _ , _ , _ 1.. , 1.. , 1..|i j kMission State Set flow state report state webpage state m j n k p    

_ _ _ _ _ _Flow State Set Data State Set Webpage State Set   , 

Flow_State_Set×Data_State_set×Webpage_State_Set is the full set of system. For any particular phase 

mission system, there may be redundant or inconsistent with the design of the system, 

MISSION_STATE_SET is the sub-set of the full set. 

Definition 10: API_Set.  _ 1..|iAPI Set API i m  , it is API set of system. 

The state transition of the phased mission system is due to the running of the application access 

interface (API), and the state transition can be represented by three tuple. 

Definition 11: state_transition.  _ _ , _ , call
i j i

state transition mission state mission state API ,  

and _ , _ _ _i jmission state mission state MISSION STATE SET ; _API API SET
i
 .The system state is 

transited from _ imission state  to _ jmission state  by calling APIi once. 

Definition 12: System State Transition Diagram(SSTD).  _ | 1..kSSTD state transition k p  , 

_ kstate transition
 
is the system state transition once, and p is sum of all transitions. 

3. Model Checking method to Phased Mission System 

3.1. Test Coverage Based on the Path 

In the field of software testing, test coverage is used to describe the extent to which the system is tested. 

The commonly used coverage criteria are: functional coverage, statement coverage, branch coverage, and 

condition coverage. In this paper, test coverage is based on the path and the test case set is generated by the 

window tree model, each path on the window tree represents a process of the actual operation of the system. 

The test case is defined as a path from the root node of the window to the leaf node. For a window tree, 

all test cases belong to the test case set. 

3.2. Automatic Test Case Generation 

Window tree model is a tree structure, by the tree traversal automatically generate test cases, the API 

sequence from the root node to the leaf node traversal path is saved as a test case. The algorithm of 

automatically generating test cases by the window tree is shown in algorithm 1 

Algorithm 1. The algorithm of automatically generating test cases 

Input: Node: root. 

Output: Set:set.  //set is test case set 

Read XMLfile 

Wirte tree_map 

Set current_rode to root 

Empty temp_api_list 

Call Ergodic(current_root) 

function Ergodic(root) 

 if root != null then 

  api ← root.api 

  temp_api_list.push(api) 

  foreach item ← root.sons 

   Ergodic(tree_map[item]) 

  endforeach 
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  if root.sons.size == 0 then 

   test_cases.add(temp_api_list) 

  endif  

  temp_api_list.pop() 

 endif 

endfunction 

3.3. Model Checking Method 

The model checking algorithm is shown in algorithm 2. First, a test case is read, and then the current 

API is executed in the system under test. After each execution, the state transition of the system under test is 

checked to meet the finite state machine. The test cases run successfully if the entire APIs called completely 

in the test case meet the state transition rules. Otherwise, the system displays error message, that indicates 

the test case failed to run. 

Algorithm 2. Model checking algorithm 

Input: Test_Case: test_case. 

Output: Bollean: last_state.  //last_state is test result: pass or error 

api ← now_message.params[0] 

state ← now_message.params[1] 

b_find ← false 

b_state_same ← false 

b_api_same ← false 

vertex ← graph[last_state_id] 

foreach item ← vertex.edges 

id = item.id 

if graph[id].state == state then 

  b_state_same ← true 

endif 

  if api == item.api then 

  b_api_same ← true 

endif 

if b_state_same and b_api_same then 

  b_find = true 

  last_state_id ← state.id 

  last_state ← state 

  api_run_statistics[api].correct_time++ 

 endif  

endforeach 

if !b_find then 

   last_state_id ← state.id 

   last_state ← state 

   api_run_statistics[api].fault_time++ 

endif 

3.4. Trustworthiness evaluation model based on model checking 

The quantitative evaluation of the model test results can directly reflect the trustworthiness of the 

system under test. But for the trustworthiness evaluation of a system is not simply evaluated by a single 

variable, because the trustworthiness of the system is often affected by many factors, and the weights of 

these factors are different. In this paper, the trustworthiness evaluation based on model checking is evaluated 

according to the transition of finite state machine. 

A test case set contains many test cases, and each test case contains several different APIs. Different 

important degree of API in the system decides different weight of API. When any API is executed, the finite 

state machine checks whether the state transition is expected. 

As shown in Figure 2, for the state of Si in the diagram, when the API is called, the state transition of the 

system under test is not consistent with the theoretical transition, then the API is recorded as error once, 

otherwise the API is recorded as correct. 

After the test case set TS is run, each API in the system is calculated with the correct operation times Gi 

and the number of errors as Bi. 
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Fig. 2: State transition 

Therefore, the trustworthiness of the system under system is shown in Formula (1). 
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where, Res is the result of system trustworthiness,0≤Res≤1; Gi is the correct times of API called; Bi is 

the error times of API called; Mi is the weight of ith API, iM ≥0 and 
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4. Application 

4.1. Automatic test framework and system implementation 

In this paper, we design a framework for automatic testing based on model checking, as shown in Figure 

3, which has already applied to test the System of International Earthquake Response, a national project held 

by National Earthquake Response Support Service (NERSS). 

Automatic test system based on model checking Automatic test framework

Windows 

tree model 

file

Automatic 

Test Case 

Generation 

module

Test case set

(API Sequnce)

s0 s1 s2 ... si ...

System states transition sequence

State 

Transition 

Diagram  

model file

FSM

Trustworthiness 

evaluation module

Match 

results

Trustworthiness 

report

Observer 
module

System 
under test

Message 

factory

Message 

center

Test case 

execution 

module

 

Fig. 3: Automatic test architecture based on model checking 

As shown in Figure 3, according to the state of the system under test, testing framework and testing 

system of negotiated data format, the state and other relevant information (such as time, type) encapsulated 

into a packet, the packet is sent to the automatic test system via network. In Figure 4, the SUT With 

TestFrame is composed of the system under test and the testing framework, and the rest of the class forms an 

automatic test system based on model checking. Automatic Test Case Generation consists of 

TestCaseMaking, TreeNode and States. The model checking component is composed of ObserverTree, 

GraphVertex and States. 
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TestCaseMaking

-List<APIList> m_apiLists;

+static TestCaseMaking GetSharedInst();

-List<String> m_tempApis;
-m_obTreeRoot;

#TestMaking();

-static TestCaseMaking m_pTestCaseMaking;
-HashMapM<String, TreeNode> m_treeNodesMap;

+List<APIList> CreateTestCase();
- APIList CacheToReal();

+ void AnalysisTreeXml(String path);
+ void Ergodic(TreeNode root);

Class - TreeNode

+List<String> sonsList;

+TreeNode();

+String api;
+String name;

+States state;

Class - States

+List<String> paramsList;

+boolean equals(Object o);
+States();

+String toString();

Class From TestFrame- Observer

Class - ObserverStates

-States m_pLastState;

+void StateGraphInit(String path);

-HashMap<String,GraphVertex> graph;

+static Observer CreateNewObject();

-String m_obGraphStart;
-String m_obLastId;

+ObserverStates();

+void DoWork();

-boolean m_bStop;

Class - GraphVertex

+States state;
+String id;

+HashMap<String, String> edges;

+GraphVertex();

 

Fig. 4: Automatic test framework based on model checking 

4.2. The test results and trustworthiness  

Before testing and evaluating the trustworthiness of the system under test, the formal model is 

constructed, and the window tree model and the state transition graph model are constructed. 
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Fig. 5: The windows tree of the System of International Earthquake Response 

The System of International Earthquake Response window tree model, as shown in Figure 5, has a total 

of 6 paths from the root node to the leaf node, which will generate a test case set containing the 6 test cases. 
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Fig. 6: System of International Earthquake Response state transition diagram 

The state transition diagram of the System of International Earthquake Response is shown in Figure 6, 

which is the theoretical state transition of the system. 

   

Fig. 7: The Chinese GUI screenshot of test case set                      Fig. 8: The part of Chinese GUI results screenshot of 

        generated according to system windows tree                             trustworthiness evaluation based on model checking 

Figure 7 shows a screenshot of test case set generated automatically once based on the system window 

tree, which contains 6 test cases that are composed of API sequences. Figure 8 shows the trustworthiness 

evaluation value of the System Under Test after a model checking. For showing the reality of the experiment, 

the original experiments screenshots with Chinese in Figure 7 and Figure 8 are introduced in the paper. The 

text comparison of Chinese and English is shown in Table 1.  

Table 1 The comparison of Chinese and English in the Fig.7 and Fig.8 

Fig. 7 Fig. 8 

 test cases list  test cases pass times 

 test case number 0:  test cases fail pass times 

…… ……  test cases run times correctly 

 test case number 5:  Trustworthiness Value R 

Table 2 Trustworthiness results comparison 

Test NO 
Trustworthiness 

Value R 
APIs of cause state transition incorrectly 

1 0.7901 
INFO_CAPTURE_ALARM(1), CLEAR_DATA(2),  

EDIT_SUMMARY_FORM(2), START_STATISTICS(3) 

2 0.8537 
REPORT_FILLIN_TEMPLATE(1),VIEW_REPORT_FORM(1), 

GENERATE_SUMMARY(3), SUMMARY_FILLIN_TEMPLATE(2) 

3 0.8776 EDIT_SUMMARY_FORM(1),MODEL_FILLIN_TEMPLATE(2), 
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SEND_MODEL_FORM(2),VIEW_REPORT_FORM(1) 

4 0.9118 MODEL_CALCULATE(2) 

5 0.9847 VIEW_MODEL_FORM(1) 

As shown in Table 2, by the 5 times iteration test, the error of the system has been improved, and the 

trustworthiness of the system has been improved gradually, as shown in table 1. The third column of the 

table is API that causes the state transition to be incorrect, and the number in parentheses is times of the API 

call failed. 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, by the analysis of the typical phased mission system oriented to the earthquake response, 

puts forward a testing technology based on model testing, automatic test case generation based on the 

window tree and model checking method, based on trustworthiness evaluation algorithm with the weight of 

API to solve the problem of trustworthiness of large-scale phased mission system. Further work will study 

the problem of automatic generation and automatic adjustment of API weight. 
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